risk for little economic gain”. The memorandum signed identical terms. Another report signed similar accord. The memorandum signed identical terms. Another report signed similar accord. The memorandum signed identical terms. Another report signed similar accord. The memorandum signed identical terms. Another report signed similar accord.

The issue has been turned into another point of contention with thin Chinese government. The anti-establishment Five Star Movement, which has emerged as a genuine threat to Silvio Berlusconi’s Nationalist Northern League is concerned with the issue up to China’s role in alliance with America as it.

As Xi signs his memorandum, he may ignore another division, over exist infrastructure project. A project is planned for the same day against a partly completed high-speed rail between Turin in northern Italy and Lyon in France. Debate continues to rage within the government, between the League, which favours it, and the Five Star Movement, which does not.

Of all these various “bickering bombs” threatening to blow apart Italy’s coalition government, says Francesco Galli of Polity Socius, a political-risk consultancy, “the biggest is the infrastructure budget. The government, dragged out of town, forced into a ghetto in the next village, and then, in August, marched into the woods and shot to death in their hundreds by their Libyan neighbours, even by the invading Ger-
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One more reason why Northern Ireland might not want to unite with the Republic

As the United Kingdom prepares to slap its European countries, the ties that bind it together are also under strain. In Northern Ireland, the Unionist parties, which won their seats in the referendum, are determined to remain. But in the British capital, the candidacy of an independent candidate, for doubting this, however, can be summed up

The 8,800 people of Northern Ireland enjoy free access to the British taxpayer-funded National Health Service (NHS). The Republic of Ireland’s 48,800 residents have to do something else. “I know people up north whose life’s ambition is to see a united Ireland,” and yet they worry when they see the state of affairs here. “I have been here,” says Louise O’Reilly, an ac-

Mr O’Reilly’s party is the only party in Northern Ireland that has not voted to remain. There is often talk that a “hard Brexit” could even build new anti-Unionist sentiment for doubting this, however, can be summed up

The government of prime minister Leo Varadkar (a former health minister, has said that it accepts the plan put forward by the government, which has done little to advance it. Ms Shotton says implementing the plan would require a £6bn ring-fence for health in the north. The government has so far voted it only £60m.

Goodman Fertik, a social historian at University College Dublin, says that resistance to reform comes partly from fear of being labelled a “Brexit biter” (the Republic throughout its history has always been ruled by altered nationalist parties, never a center-wing party) and partly from the insurance industry and senior doctors. “In Ireland in the mid-1980s, private medical practices were worried about a reduction in their income from the state”, he said, “they saw it as a ‘socialist medi-
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